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the meaning of private is intended for or restricted to the use of a particular person group or class how to use
private in a sentence every natural man and woman is born in the private whereas a sovereign government of the
people is a public institution and therefore its public servants and its various artificial creations are in the public
including its artificial legal persons private meaning 1 only for one person or group and not for everyone 2 private
activities involve personal learn more private definition 1 only for one person or group and not for everyone 2
private activities involve personal learn more removed from or out of public view or knowledge secret private
papers not open or accessible to the general public a private beach undertaken individually or personally private
research without the presence of others alone let s go into another room where we can be private synonyms
retired solitary secluded if you describe a place as private or as somewhere where you can be private you mean
that it is a quiet place and you can be alone there without being disturbed it was the only reasonably private place
they could find find 55 different ways to say private along with antonyms related words and example sentences at
thesaurus com something private is something you don t want to share it s for your eyes only your diary entries
and your bank account balance might both be kept private usually before noun owned or managed by an
individual person or an independent company rather than by the state a private firm business hospital the painting
is now in a private collection a former soldier working in private security the area has attracted substantial private
investment private adjective ˈpraɪvət not public usually before noun belonging to or for the use of a particular
person or group not for public use the sign said private property keep out those are my father s private papers the
hotel has 110 bedrooms all with private bathrooms the villa has its own private beach want to learn more
synonyms for private confidential secret personal undisclosed intimate classified esoteric nonpublic antonyms of
private public open common broadcast general publicized advertised popular check pronunciation private
definition of private noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example
sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more former marine pilot jack morgan runs private a prestigious
investigation company but the world s darkest secrets can only stay private for so long private it s where you go
when you need maximum force and maximum discretion the read more only for one person or group and not for
everyone each room has a balcony and a private bathroom you can t park here this is private property fewer
examples he s a member of an exclusive private club her parents employed a private tutor she s having private
lessons on a one to one basis private comparative more private superlative most private belonging or pertaining to
an individual person group of people or entity that is not the state personal and not publicly expressed one s
private feelings not holding public office or employment private citizens not of an official or public character
private life private n 1590s private citizen person not in public life or office a sense now obsolete short for private
person individual not involved in government early 15c or from latin privatus man in private life a noun use of the
latin adjective the private sector is the part of the economy owned and controlled by individuals and businesses
rather than the government unlike the public sector which is funded primarily through tax dollars the private
sector generates revenue from selling goods and services noun how to use private in a sentence private 1 of 2
adjective definition of private synonyms for private it was the first time many had seen works from the artist s
private collection he s a very private person at work he was always very serious but in his private life he was
actually very funny and relaxed a private is a soldier usually with the lowest rank in many armies soldiers with the
rank of private may be conscripts or they may be professional career soldiers
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the meaning of private is intended for or restricted to the use of a particular person group or class how to use
private in a sentence
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every natural man and woman is born in the private whereas a sovereign government of the people is a public
institution and therefore its public servants and its various artificial creations are in the public including its
artificial legal persons
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private meaning 1 only for one person or group and not for everyone 2 private activities involve personal learn
more
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more
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removed from or out of public view or knowledge secret private papers not open or accessible to the general
public a private beach undertaken individually or personally private research without the presence of others alone
let s go into another room where we can be private synonyms retired solitary secluded
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if you describe a place as private or as somewhere where you can be private you mean that it is a quiet place and
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usually before noun owned or managed by an individual person or an independent company rather than by the
state a private firm business hospital the painting is now in a private collection a former soldier working in private
security the area has attracted substantial private investment

private adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Aug 07 2023
private adjective ˈpraɪvət not public usually before noun belonging to or for the use of a particular person or group
not for public use the sign said private property keep out those are my father s private papers the hotel has 110
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former marine pilot jack morgan runs private a prestigious investigation company but the world s darkest secrets
can only stay private for so long private it s where you go when you need maximum force and maximum discretion
the read more
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only for one person or group and not for everyone each room has a balcony and a private bathroom you can t park
here this is private property fewer examples he s a member of an exclusive private club her parents employed a
private tutor she s having private lessons on a one to one basis
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private comparative more private superlative most private belonging or pertaining to an individual person group
of people or entity that is not the state

private wordreference com dictionary of english Feb 01 2023
personal and not publicly expressed one s private feelings not holding public office or employment private citizens
not of an official or public character private life

private etymology of private by etymonline Dec 31 2022
private n 1590s private citizen person not in public life or office a sense now obsolete short for private person
individual not involved in government early 15c or from latin privatus man in private life a noun use of the latin
adjective

what is the private sector the balance Nov 29 2022
the private sector is the part of the economy owned and controlled by individuals and businesses rather than the
government unlike the public sector which is funded primarily through tax dollars the private sector generates
revenue from selling goods and services
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noun how to use private in a sentence private 1 of 2 adjective definition of private synonyms for private it was the
first time many had seen works from the artist s private collection he s a very private person at work he was
always very serious but in his private life he was actually very funny and relaxed
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a private is a soldier usually with the lowest rank in many armies soldiers with the rank of private may be
conscripts or they may be professional career soldiers
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